We develop results directed towards the problem of classifying the finite-dimensional simple Lie algebras over an algebraically closed field of characteristic p > 1. A 1-section of such a Lie algebra relative to a torus T of maximal absolute toral rank possesses a unique subalgebra maximal with respect to having a composition series with factors which are abelian or classical simple. In this paper we show that the sum Q of those compositionally classical subalgebras is a subalgebra. This extends to the general case a crucial step in the classification by Block and Wilson of the restricted simple Lie algebras. We derive properties of the filtration which can be constructed using Q and obtain structural information about the 1-sections and 2-sections of Q relative to T . We further classify all those algebras in which Q is solvable.
Introduction
Work on the problem of classifying the finite-dimensional simple Lie algebras over an algebraically closed field of prime characteristic dates from the pioneering studies of Jacobson, Witt, and Zassenhaus in the 1930s. It continues today, and in fact there has been substantial progress on this question in the last few years. It has been known since the 1930s that examples of simple Lie algebras exist in prime characteristic in addition to the classical Lie algebras, which are the analogues of the characteristic zero simple Lie algebras. In [KSI, KS2] Kostrikin and Safarevic presented a construction which gave families of nonclassical simple Lie algebras. The Lie algebras were described as truncated versions of the infinite-dimensional complex Lie algebras used by Cartan in his study of Lie pseudogroups, and so were termed Lie algebras of Cartan type. Kostrikin and Safarevic [KS1] conjectured that all restricted simple Lie algebras were classical or Cartan type. In [Kac3] and [Wl] , Kac and Wilson independently generalized the Kostrikin-Safarevic construction showing that further examples could be obtained from the Cartan type algebras by changing the differential form or equivalently, by using an automorphism. If one refers to these algebras as Lie algebras of Cartan type also, then one has the generalized Kostrikin-Safarevic conjecture-every simple Lie algebra over an algebraically closed field of characteristic p > 5 is classical or Cartan type. There is much evidence to support this conjecture: [MS, Kap, Kac2, Kac3, Wl, W2, W3, BW1, BO] . A major breakthrough came with the result which was announced in 1984 [BW2, BW3, W4] and which appeared in 1988 [BW4] that a simple restricted Lie algebra is classical or Cartan type if p > 1.
The main tool used to identify a simple Lie algebra is the "Recognition Theorem" (see [Kacl, Kac2, Kac3, Wl, and BGP] ), which states that if L is a simple Lie algebra having a suitable maximal subalgebra L(0), then L is classical or Cartan type. Recently, Benkart and Gregory [BG] improved this theorem by showing that one of the hypotheses on L(0) (a certain restrictedness assumption) can be dropped.
In establishing their result Block and Wilson proved the following main steps:
(i) There is a maximal torus T relative to which each root a is "proper."
(ii) If L(a) is a 1-section relative to T, then one of the following holds: consequently, L is classical or Cartan type. In the general case a turning point came with Strade's realization that the basic program outlined in (i)-(vii) works for p > 7 if appropriately modified. Indeed, in [SI] Strade introduces the notion of a torus T of maximal absolute toral rank and establishes that the 1-sections relative to T are as described in (ii) . Such a torus may be found having all roots proper [S2] ; moreover, if T is a torus of maximal absolute toral rank having all roots proper, then the 2-sections may be determined as in (iii) ([S2] ; compare Theorem 1.15). Strade further shows in that paper, that (iv) holds in the general case (see Proposition
1.11).
It is the goal of this paper to establish (v) and to determine the Lie algebras in which the subalgebra Q is solvable. This is not the end to the classification quest, as steps (vi) and (vii) remain to be done in the general case. The remainder of the problem seems to divide naturally into four cases:
(A) Q -L and all 1-sections are solvable.
(B) Q = L and at least one classical 1-section is present, (C) Q ¿ L and no 2-section is of type H(2 : I : 4>(t)Yx) .
(D) Q ¿ L and L has a 2-section of type H(2 : I : <t3(t))(1) .
In case (B), it has been established by Benkart in [B2] that L is classical if L does not contain any 2-sections of type (6) in Strade's list of 2-sections (Theorem 1.15). In (C), L has been shown to be classical or Cartan type if no 2-sections of type (6) with S = W(\ : 1) or H(2 : i)(2) or type (7) with S = W(l : g) or H(2 : (2, 1))<2' occur (see [B3] ). Since this present paper License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use was submitted, Strade [S4-S8] and Strade and Wilson [SW2] have shown that the generalized Kostrikin-Safarevic conjecture holds in cases (A)-(D). Thus, as announced in [SW1] , the generalized Kostrikin-Safarevic conjecture is true for all p > 1. The proofs depend on the results of this paper.
Our paper is organized as follows: In § 1 we establish notation, give relevant definitions, and quote needed results. Section 2 investigates how the 1-sections fit together in the 2-sections. In §3 we establish that Q is a subalgebra and derive properties of the filtration which can be constructed using Q. The subalgebra Q is T-invariant. In §4 we determine the 1-sections and 2-sections of Q with respect to T and prove that L is isomorphic to W(l : n) if and only if Q is solvable.
Notation, background, preliminary results
We consider finite-dimensional Lie algebras L over an algebraically closed field F of characteristic p > 1. For definitions and facts stated without proof, we refer to [SF, SI, or S2] . Let K be a subalgebra in L, and let (Lp , [p] , i) be any p-envelope of L. Let Kp denote the restricted subalgebra of Lp generated by i(K). Then TR(A:, L) := max{dim T \ T is a torus of Kp + C(LP)/C(LP)} is the (absolute) toral rank of K in L. According to [SI] , this definition is independent of the ^-envelope chosen. When K = L, we abbreviate the notation TR(L, L) to TR(L). A torus with dim T = TR(L) is called a torus of maximal absolute toral rank.
Relative to any torus T c Lp we have the root space decomposition L= ]T La(T) a€Cl (T) where L0(T) = Cl(T) is the centralizer in L of T. If a» , ... , ak are Zpindependent roots, then they determine the k-section
When there is no ambiguity about what torus is being used, we drop "(7T)" from the notation for root spaces and sections. Definition 1.1. A torus T c Lp is said to be standard with respect to L if Cl(T) = Lo(T) acts triangulably on L.
Remarks.
( 1 ) If T is a torus of maximal absolute toral rank in Lp, and if To is the unique maximal torus in the center C(LP) of Lp , then by Lemma 1.1 of [S2] , V = T + To is the unique maximal torus of Lp which contains T, and V is a torus of maximal dimension in Lp . Thus, by replacing T by V if necessary, we see that there is no harm in assuming in what follows that a torus of maximal absolute toral rank is also of maximal dimension in Lp, and it contains the unique maximal torus of C(LP). We make this assumption throughout this paper.
(2) Roots relative to any maximal torus T in Lp can be extended to Cl (T) in the following way. For each h £ H -Cl(T), h^' is semisimple for some value of r, and T + Fh^x' is a torus. Therefore, by the maximality of T, hW £ T. If a is a root relative to T, then a extends to H by letting a(h) be such that a(h)p' = a(h^'). If T is standard, then /fO) acts nilpotently on L. Thus, the extension of a to H is linear whenever T is standard.
(3) An algebra L is nilpotent if and only if TR(L) = 0. Indeed, if TR(L) = 0, then any torus in Lp is contained in C(LP). For each x £ L, some [p]-power t := x^' is semisimple, and so t £ C(LP). But then (adx)p' = adi^1' = 0, and Engel's theorem implies that L is nilpotent. Conversely, if L is nilpotent, so is any p-envelope Lp . Any torus in Lp is central. Therefore, TR(L) = 0.
The following general result will be applied to the study of 1-sections: Proposition 1.2 [S2, Theorem 1.5]. Let L = ® ¿^gL, be a cyclically graded Lie algebra so that G is a cyclic group and [L,, L¡] ç L¡+j for all i, j £ G. If L0 acts nilpotently on L, then L is solvable. Lemma 1.3. Let L be a Lie algebra, and T be a maximal torus in some penvelope (Lp, [p] ,i). If L(a) is a nonsolvable l-section relative to T, then Cl(T) is a Cartan subalgebra of L^ . Proof. As the centralizer of a maximal torus, Cl"(T) must be a Cartan subalgebra of Lp . (See, for example, [SF, Chapter 2, Theorem 4 .1].) Thus, Cl(T) ç CLp(T) implies that CL(T) is nilpotent. Since L^ is assumed to be nonsolvable, Cl(T) must act nonnilpotently on L(a) by Proposition 1.2. Hence, there exists an h £ Cl(T) with ja(h) / 0 for all j ^ 0. It follows that the normalizer of Cl(T) is just Cl(T) itself, and Cl(T) is a Cartan subalgebra. D Lemma 1.4. Let L be a Lie algebra, and T be a maximal torus in some penvelope (Lp ,[p] ,i). Assume that K = L^ is a l-section relative to T. Then radK is T-invariant. Proof. If K is solvable, then clearly radAT = K is T-invariant, so we may assume that K is nonsolvable. Then Cl(T) does not act nilpotently on K by Proposition 1.2. Hence there exists an h £ Cl(T) such that adh\K is not nilpotent. Let t = h^ £ Clp(T) be the semisimple part of h. The maximality of T implies that t £ T. Moreover, since t does not centralize K, T = Ft ©kercc. But kera centralizes K, and radAT is invariant under adt -(adh)p'. Thus radK is T-invariant. D Lemma 1.4 was shown to hold when L is simple and T is a torus of maximal absolute toral rank [S2, Theorem 1.8] . The proof given in [S2] invoked the following result instead of Proposition 1.2: Theorem 1.5 [S2, Theorem 1.4] . Let L be a simple Lie algebra over an algebraically closed field F of characteristic p > 7 and T be a torus in some p-envelope.
(i) If Cl(T) is a nilpotent algebra, then T is standard with respect to L.
(ii) Let T be a torus of maximal absolute toral rank and a ^ 0 a root with respect to T. If cx(Cl(T)) = 0 (i.e., if CL(T) acts nilpotently on La), then L(a' is nilpotent and acts triangulably on L.
Whenever T is a maximal torus of some p-envelope, then Ci(T) is a nilpotent algebra. (See the first two lines of the proof of Lemma 1.3 or use Propo-sition 3.2 of [SI] .) Therefore, as an immediate consequence of Theorem 1.5(i) we have part (a) of the following theorem. Part (b) is Theorem 3.1 of [S2] . Theorem 1.6. Let L be a simple Lie algebra over an algebraically closed field F of characteristic p>l, and let (Lp, [p] , i) be a p-envelope of L. (a) If T is a maximal torus of Lp , then T is standard with respect to L. (b) If T is a torus of maximal absolute toral rank in Lp, then T is standard with respect to L and Lp . Proposition 1.7 [SI, Theorem 2.6] . Let L be a Lie algebra and (Lp, [p] , i) a p-envelope of L. Suppose T ç Lp is a torus of maximal absolute toral rank, and K is a k-section with respect to T. Then TK(K) < k.
Lie algebras K with TR(if) < 1 (in particular 1-sections relative to a torus of maximal absolute toral rank) have been described by Strade: Theorem 1.8 [S2, Theorem 1.7] . Let K be a subalgebra of L.
(1) TTk(K, L) = 0 if and only if K acts nilpotently on L. Proposition 1.11 [S2, Proposition 1.9] . Let K be a Lie algebra with a triangulaba Cartan subalgebra, and assume TR(K) < 1. Then K contains a unique (not necessarily proper) subalgebra U = U(K) D radK of maximal dimension having codimension < 2, such that U/radU is (0) or isomorphic to sl(2). More explicitly, if n : K -► K/ rad K is the canonical projection, then
Suppose now that L is a Lie algebra, and (Lp, [p] , i) a p-envelope of L. Let T c Lp be a torus of maximal absolute toral rank such that T is standard with respect to L, and assume that L(q) is a l-section of L relative to T. If a is solvable, then we set U(L(a^) = L^ . When a is classical, Witt or Hamiltonian, then CL(T) is a triangulable Cartan subalgebra of L(a) by Lemma 1.3, and Proposition 1.11 applies to give the subalgebra C/(L(q)) . We abbreviate the notation ¿7(L(a)) to f7(a) orto t7(a)(T) if the torus needs to be distinguished. The subalgebra i/(a) (or U(K) in the case of Proposition 1.11) is called the maximum compositionally classical subalgebra of L^ (of K). The phrase "compositionally classical" refers to the fact that every composition factor is abelian or classical simple. We consider the following subspace of L spanned by the maximum compositionally classical subalgebras of all the 1-sections:
It is the goal of §3 to show that Q = Q(L, T) is a subalgebra whenever the torus T is optimal.
Recall that a root a ^ 0 (with respect to T) is termed proper if there is some / -^ 0 such that a([Lja(T), L-ja(T)]) = 0. A torus T is said to be optimal if it has maximal absolute toral rank in Lp, and if among all tori of maximal absolute toral rank, the number of proper roots with respect to T is maximal. By definition optimal tori necessarily exist. Moreover, according to [S2, Theorem 5.3] , if L is a simple Lie algebra over an algebraically closed field of characteristic p > 1, the roots relative to an optimal torus are all proper. If To is the unique maximal torus of C(LP) as above, then T = T+ T0 is optimal whenever T is. Hence, we may assume in what follows that any optimal torus T is of maximal dimension. In establishing that Q is a subalgebra we make use of the next theorem concerning optimal tori. This result was proved in [S2, Theorem 7.1] , under the hypothesis that L is simple. We replace that assumption with the requirement that T be standard with respect to L. Theorem 1.13 [S2, Theorem 7.1] . Let L be a Lie algebra over an algebraically closed field F of characteristic p > 1. Let T be an optimal torus of some p-envelope (Lp ,[p] ,i) of L which is standard with respect to L. Then the maximum compositionally classical subalgebra of every l-section with respect to T is T-invariant.
Proof. We want to show that t/(a) is T-invariant for each root a. If a is solvable, or classical the result is clear, so we may assume that a is Witt or When a is Hamiltonian, let S := H(2 : ±)W and H = n(H) n S. Observe that (L[al)(2) = »S, so that 5 is T-invariant, hence, cyclically graded. Since S is simple, H acts nonnilpotently on 5 by Proposition 1.2, and so is a Cartan subalgebra of S. It follows from the properness of the roots (see [BW4, Theorem 1.3.1] ) that H c S(0), the unique subalgebra of S of codimension 2. As in the Witt case, this implies that U^ is T-invariant. D and T = n(T). Then one of the following cases occurs:
(1) K = (0)._ (2) SCK + TC (DerS)«" , where S £ {sl(2), W(l : I), H(2 :1)<2)}, and there exists some X £ Zpa + Zpß such that K = n(Lw).
(3) Si © S2 ç K + T c (DerSi)*1) © (DerS2)(1) where Si, S2 £ {sl(2), W(l : i), H(2 :1)<2>} . (2) T is conjugate under an automorphism of Der S1 to (xd/dx) if S = W(l:¡) and to (xf'A -x^D2) if S = H(2 : l)M .
(3) T = (T n Si) © (T n S2) where T n S¡ is as in (2). Moreover, there exist Zp-independent roots A, p £ Zpa + Zpß such that Si = n(L(X)), S2 = n(L(ll)).
(4) T is conjugate under an automorphism of F>erS to (xe'A) + (xe2D2).
(5) T leaves invariant S®(¿Z¡xe'A(n : I)), and dim Tn(S®A(n : I)) = 1. Remark. In (7), Sp denotes the p-subalgebra ((ad x)p' \x £ S, r = 0, I, ...) of Der S generated by ad S. The fact that q = 1 when S -H(2 : 1 : A) will be established in Lemma 2.4.
1-SECTIONS IN 2-SECTIONS
Our assumptions in this section are the following: L is a finite-dimensional simple Lie algebra over an algebraically closed field F of characteristic p > 7' ; T is an optimal torus in some p-envelope, Lp of L; L(q'^ is a 2-section relative to T; Pa'^ is the maximal solvable ideal of L<a-^ + T; n : Üa-^ + T -» (L<Q^> + T)/Ta'P"> is the canonical projection; K = n(Üa'^); H = CL(T) ; H = 7i(H) ; and T = n(T). _ In this section we derive information about the 1-sections of K relative to T. Further information concerning the toral structure of K can be found in [S3] . The analysis involves considering the various cases arising in Theorem 1.15. Since the 1-sections of K are quite easy to compute in the first three cases, we focus on (4)-(8). In examining the 1-sections, we need to perform calculations inside certain of the Cartan type Lie algebras. We let S(o) denote the standard maximal subalgebra of a Cartan type Lie algebra 5, and S =
, the standard filtration determined from S(0) ■ The explicit basis used for S will be that described in License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use [SF, Chapter 4] , where {x<¡-| 0 < a < (p"' -1, ... , p"™ -1) = t(«J} denotes the canonical basis for the divided power algebra A(m : n). We let Sp denote the p-subalgebra ((ad x)p' \x £ S, r = 0, 1,...) of Der S generated by ad S. It will often be the case that K C Der S ç ad W(m : n) = W(m : ^) for some m and n , and when that happens we will define K^ = K n ad W(m : «)(¡) and (DerS)(/) = (Der S) n ad W(m : g){¡).
Before tackling the various cases we begin with a general result.
Lemma 2.1. Let L(i) be a l-section of L^a:-^ and £/(i) be its maximum compositionally classical subalgebra. Then dim n(L^)/7t(U^) = dim L^/U^K and tc(U^) is the maximum compositionally classical subalgebra of n(L^).
Proof. Observe first that /C"-*) n C/(C) ç Ha>ß) n L^ ç radL^ ç í/(». As a consequence, I(a<ß) n L^> = /(a^> n U^ . Then 7i(L^) = L^/(I^^nU^), and 7i(uM) = u«>/(&>Vn c/«)).
It follows that 7r(L(í))/7i(f7(í)) = L^/U^ (vector space isomorphism), to give the first assertion. Clearly any homomorphic image under n of a compositionally classical subalgebra is a compositionally classical subalgebra. The second assertion is then clear from the first assertion and the definition of the maximum compositionally classical subalgebra. D Lemma 2.2 (Type 4). Assume that (4) of Theorem 1.15 holds so that S := H(2 : 1)<2> ç A" + 7 C Der S, and T is conjugate to (xe'L>.) + (x€2D2). Then there are two l-sections which are Witt, one which is classical, and the remainder are solvable. The maximum compositionally classical subalgebra of n(L^) is given by n(U^) = K^ n K{0) for all roots Ç£Zpa + Zpß .
Proof. By Proposition 2.1.8 of [BW4] , Der S = (ad2)(x^) \a = (ax, a2) ± (0, 0) and 0 < a < r(i)> ®(ad3f{xpt>)\ i= 1,2) ©(add),
and for d' := 3(x^+íl) = xí'Dx -xi2D2 we have
From these calculations it is clear that (3t(x(i+x)íi+í2) \ j = -I, ... , p -2) and (3f(xei+iJ+x^2) \ j = -I, ... , p -2) determine l-sections which are Witt and which correspond to multiples of the roots (-1, 1), (-1, -1), respectively, (where the pair gives the eigenvalues relative to ad d , ad d'). The 1-section containing (2i(x2il), 2(x2i1)) corresponds to the roots which are multiples of (0,2). The associated l-section is classical. All other l-sections lie in S{x) + T+ {gr(x(p-x^+(P-x*2)) + (2¡(xpí>) \ i = 1,2), which is contained in W(2 : i)(i) + T, and so are solvable. The last assertion follows from the form of Der S and the calculations. D Lemma 2.3 (Type 5). Assume that case (5) of Theorem 1.15 holds so that G := S®A(n : I) ç K+T ç Der G where S £ {sl(2), W(l : 1), H(2 : I)<2)}, n = 1 or 2, and the torus T leaves invariant J := S ® {Y^ix<i'A(n : i)). Then there exist a root 0^0 and a nonzero toral element te £ Gn ker6 such that Ke £ (Der S) ® A(n : I), but for each root p $ Zp6, Kß c G. Moreover, [n(U^), J]c J. For some root n £ Zp6 one of the following two cases occurs:
(1) K^/radK^DS;
K^+i^ is solvable for all i¿0;and K^ is Witt or Hamiltonian; or (2) S = H(2 : i)<2', and the induced action of T on G/J s S is conjugate to the action of the torus Fd®Fd' where d = x^Di +xi2D2 and d' = xe,Dixt2D2. The roots 6, n correspond to (-1, 0), (0, 1), where the pair gives the eigenvalues relative to d and d' respectively. The l-sections K^~0^ and Ar(,?+0) are Witt; KM is classical; K^ is Witt or Hamiltonian; and all other l-sections different from those are solvable.
Remark. A proof of this lemma could be assembled using [BW4, Lemmas 10.2.1, 11.2.5, and 5.8.5]. However, for the sake of completeness we have elected to include in this work another proof which is different from that given in [BW4] , but uses many of the same ideas. Since our argument requires results on the other cases, we postpone the proof until after Lemma 2.6. Zp-independent roots n, 9 £ Zpa + Zpß such that K^+W/radK^+i6^ 2 S for i = 0, ... , p-l and K^ is solvable. For each j ^ 0 there is an x £ Lje with «(x^l) j¿ 0. Moreover, K c (Der5')(1) <8> ^4(1 : I) and for each root (,, %(U(Q) = K{Q n {(DerS)(0) ®F + (DerS)(1) ®xA(l: 1))}.
Remark. The subalgebra S(0) is the maximum compositionally classical subalgebra of 5. Thus,
Proof. Theorem IV.4 of [S3] shows that there are nonzero roots n, 8 with n(H) ± 0, 6(H) = 0. Then (n + i6)(H) ¿ 0 for all i £ Zp, and A"<e> is nilpotent by Theorem 1.5. We refer to [S3, Theorems IV.4, IV.5] to obtain the following: (i) Kl*+W n S ® A(l :i)/rad(K^+i^nS®A(l : I)) ^S for every i;
(ii) for every j' ¿ 0, Kjg contains an element x with ^(x^1) ^ 0 ;
(iii) Kc(DerS)W®A(l : I).
Only the assertion on the compositionally classical subalgebra remains to be proved. If S = 5/(2), the assertion is clear. In the other cases consider the homomorphism <73:(Der5)(1)(8>^(l : I) -» (DerS)(,) ® A(l : I)/(Der5)(1) <g> xA(l : I) (DerS){x)®F^(DerS){x).
In the argument to follow we identify S, S ® F, and ads S. Take any root C £ Zpd , and observe that S is a homomorphic image of ^(K^ nS®A(l : J.)) because of (i) above. The image is by the definition of tf) contained in S, and thus 4>(K^ n5®^(l : I)) = S must hold. As Ç(H n S ® A(l : I)) ^ 0, H := <j)(Hn5"®^(l : 1)) is a Cartan subalgebra of S whose root spaces are given by S,r(H) = <p((K^nS®A(l:i))ir). Then the 1 -sections of K relative to T can be described as follows: (i) W(l : g) (H(2 : (2, 1))(2)): There exists Zp-independent roots n, 6 £ Zpa + Zpß such that K^+ie^> is Witt (resp. Hamiltonian) for i = 0, ... ,p -I and AT(0) is solvable.
(ii) H(2 : I : 4>(t))^ : all l-sections solvable.
(iii) H(2 : I : A) : two Witt, one classical, all others solvable. The maximum compositionally classical subalgebra of K^î is given by n(U^) = A"«) n S{0) for all roots Ç£Zpa + Zpß in (i). In case (ii), Tt(U^) = K® for all roots C • And in (iii) n(U^) = K^ n Ar(0) for all roots Ç.
Proof. By Theorem 1.16, T C Sp . As a consequence, all root vectors relative to T for nonzero roots belong to S, hence to K . We make use of these results in our deliberations.
(i) W(l:g), H(2 : (2, l))& : First let S = W(1 : g). Then S ç K+T ç Der S = SP= S+(DP), and dim TnS = 1 by Theorem 1.16. Since dim 7 = 2, it must be that S+T = K + T = SP. Lemma 1L1.1 of [BW4] applies. In particular, it follows from that lemma that if tr £ T is a toral element in the kernel of the root (, then tr £ S implies that the l-section S^P\T) is Witt. While if tç £ S, then SP^(T) is solvable. Moreover, part (d) ofthat lemma shows that tg £ S for some root 8 , whenever all roots relative to T are proper. Since dim T n S = 1, ^ £ S for any root Ç which is Zp -independent of 6 . In particular then, such a root Ç is Witt.
Suppose now that tg £ S, say tg = aDi modulo 5(0) ■ Then tg = tpe = aPUr\ modulo S, showing that a = 0. Thus, it must be that tg £ 5(0) , and because te is toral, tg £ S(X). Since tg = cxe'Dx modulo 5(1) for some c ^ 0, we see that C :=_Cs(tg) C CDers(ie) c (Der5)(0). Let V = (tg). There is a root n $ Zp8 of T such that if f\ is defined on V by f\(tg) = n(tg), then roots relative to V are multiples of fj. Moreover we may assume that n is chosen so that on S(_i)/5(0), V has root -fj. Then Sjt¡(T') -Y,r€Z Sjri+rg(T) is contained in 5 (0) When S=W(l: g) or H(2 : (2, 1))<2), then A"<0> c Cs(te) c 5(0) to give the assertion about n(U(e)) = K^6). Suppose now that Ç = n + i8 , so that AT(i) = A(i) n 5 + H. By our previous calculations, K^ n 5(oj has codimension one in 5 if C is Witt and codimension two if Ç is Hamiltonian. Then AT(i)n(Der5)(o) has the same codimension in AT(i). As 5(0) is compositionally classical, K^] n 5(0) is the maximum compositionally classical subalgebra of K^ .
(ii) H(2:l: 0(t))O) : We quote Lemma 11.1.2 of [BW4] to obtain: 5¿°(7) is solvable for all roots Ç ; CS¡I(T) = T; and 7 n 5 = (0). Since K^(T) =
S^(T) + CK(T), where S®(T) is solvable, and CK(T) is nilpotent, it must
be that all l-sections of A relative to T are solvable. Then the l-sections of K relative to 7 are the following.
(i) A2,C2,G2: all classical, and the number of them is 3, 4, or 6, respectively. is given by n(U(^) = K(^ n A"(0) for all roots Ç £ Zpa + Zpß whenever S is nonclassical. Proof. The assertions in (i) are clear from the classical theory. In the remaining cases, since T c 5 and K = S + CK(T), all root vectors for nonzero roots relative to T belong to 5. Because roots relative to T are proper, it follows from [BW4, Lemma 5.8.2(h)], that T is conjugate under the automorphism group of 5 to the standard maximal torus T0 inside the maximal subalgebra 5(0). Hence, it suffices to examine the l-sections of 5 relative to the standard maximal torus T0. Since 5(i) + H is solvable, every l-section having all its root vectors in S^ + H is solvable.
(ii) 5 = W(2 :1) = (x'-Dj \r = (ri, r2), 0 < r, < p -1, j = 1, 2), and T0 = (xei A , xt2D2). The elements xr-D¡ are eigenvectors relative to ad To . It is easy to check that (Dj) c{xst¡Dj \ s = 0, ... , p-l) ^ W(l : ¡) for j = 1, 2 .
The elements xe>D2, x£2A belong to a l-section which is classical. Since the root vectors of all other l-sections relative to To lie in 5(i), the other l-sections are solvable. Thus, the l-sections of if are as asserted. As Der5 = ad5 = 5, it is clear from the calculations that K^ n 5(o> is compositionally classical and has codimension 1 whenever Ç is Witt. By Proposition 1.11 and Lemma 2.1, it must be &(£/'£)).
(iii) 5 = 5(3 :1)0) is spanned by {D,j(xr-) \ xr-£ A(3 : i), 1 < i < j < 3}
where DizJ(xr-) = A(-*-)A -D¡(xr-)Dj. Then To = (DkJ(x^+e>) = xtkDk -x£'A | 1 < k < I < 3).
Since
[A,/(^+e'), DijW] = (rk -SkJ-ôkJ -rl + â,J + ôl^)DiJ(xr-), the elements D¡j(xr-) are eigenvectors relative to ad To. The l-section containing (A) c (Dij(xSCi+eJ) | 0 < 5 < p-1) is Witt, and there are three such 1-sections. For i,j,k distinct, the elements {D¡j(x€J+€k) = xe*D,', F>kj(xti+t') = xf'Dk} belong to a l-section which is classical. As in (ii) above, the remaining l-sections are solvable. Now in this case K C Der5 = ad5(3 :I) + ad.x£lA where 5(3 : 1) = V£¡=i f,Dt | £-=i A(/¿) = 0} . Since 5(3 : I)(_,7 is spanned modulo 5(3 :1)(0) by A , A, A > (see [SF, Proposition 4.3.3] ), the assertion that K^ n K{0) = n(U^) is clear. To is spanned by the two toral elements x€,+€2, xei, where -< xe'+i2, x->-= (52 -Si)x-and -< xei, x-y= \\s\\x-. We denote roots by their values on the two toral elements. The l-section containing (xf2) c (xS(,+(2 |5 = 0,...,p-l) corresponds to roots which are Zp-multiples of (1, -1). Similarly, the l-section containing (xC|) c (x£l+if2 |5 = 0,...,p-l) corresponds to roots which are multiples of (-1,-1), and (1) c (xJf3 |5 = 0,...,p-l) to roots that are multiples (0,1). These elements determine three different l-sections, each of which is Witt. The l-section corresponding to the root (1,0), to which x2£| and x2f2 belong, is classical, and the others solvable. In this case, Der 5 = 5 as shown in [SF, Theorem 4.8.8] Thus, V is a torus of G and is spanned by some toral element. We can find 8 £ ZpOL + Zpß with 8(T') = 0. Let tg £ V be a toral element and consider the induced action of T on G/J = S. Either (1) there is a root n with n(tg) ^ 0 such that the roots of T on G/J are multiples of n (this is necessarily the case if 5 ^ 5/(2) or W(l : I)), or else (2) S ^ H(2: l)W , and the induced action of T on G/J = H(2 :1)(2) is that described in Lemma 2.2. Since G is an ideal of K + T and te £ G, any root space of K outside of G must correspond to a multiple of 6. From this discussion we conclude in case ( 1 ) that KW/radKW DS, and A;C+/0> ç J + CK(T), and so is solvable for all / t¿ 0. Moreover the portion of YfiZ\ Kje lying in G in fact lies in J . In case (2) all assertions except for the fact that AT(0' is Witt or Hamiltonian can be verified precisely as in the proof of Lemma 2.2.
What remains to be shown in both case (1) and case (2) is that AT (0) (2)- (7), there is an T-invariant ideal Af of L(0'A) such that 7/n Af vanishes on one root rd + sX, but not all linear combinations of 8 and A. We conclude from the argument of the previous paragraph that L(0-^ must be of type (8).
Suppose first that (Li6'^ + T)/l(e>V d 5' where the unique minimal ideal 5' is classical. Then (radL(0))_0 maps to 0 in this quotient algebra, which contradicts (*). We may assume then that 5' is nonclassical. If 8 is solvable or classical, then Tig,a(L(0)) C (Der5')(0). As (Der5')(0)/(L>er5')(i) is classical reductive, we obtain that (radL(0))_g maps into (Der5')(i), which implies that Xe, x([Lg, (radL(0) )_e]) c (Der5')(i). This contradicts (*). Consequently, 8 must be Witt or Hamiltonian, and 7t0j/l(radL(0)) c 7tgtx(H) + (DerS')(X). Since according to (*), [y, (radl,(0) )_e]
is not mapped into (Der5')(i), 7ie>k (y) cannot be contained in (Der5')(o) ■ Thus, y $ t/(0). This completes the proof of the lemma. D
We conclude this section with a corollary to the lemma just proven giving more detailed information for 2-sections of type (5). Since W(0)/W(i) is one-dimensional or isomorphic to g/(2), any subalgebra of FF (0) is compositionally classical. Thus, we see that (A"(0) n N) / (K^ n Af) and A^(0) n TV are compositionally classical. Lemma 2.3 shows that n(U^) c TV. Thus, 7T((7(0)) = A"W n N = A"W n 7V0 . Case (2): The first three statements follow from the proof of Lemma 2.3. For part (iv) observe that A"(0) n Af ç / + 5(0) ® F + V where V is as in case (1). The remainder of the argument is identical to that in case (1).
In either case we have Tt(U^) = K^ r\N0. In case (1) the only nonclassical l-sections are L(,,), L(0). The assertion is just a matter of normalizing n and 9. In case (2) the only nonclassical l-sections are L(,,~0), L^+e\ L(0), and L,(n-e) > ¿0+0) are witt Let £ e zp(n -9) be the unique root such that Lr <t j/(i?-ö) _ Consider the homomorphism n : L(,?_0) -> Der5. Then n(Lr) $. (Der5)(0), and the normalization of Lemma 2.3 yields that tc(L^) is spanned by A • Hence Ç = -n + 8. Similarly the root space Lv+e sticks out of U(n-e) if q is witt, then there is a unique root C,£ZP9 with Lr £ £/(0). Let £ = m9 . If 0 is Hamiltonian, there are two such roots m9, n9 . By Corollary 1.14, n = -m . D
The subalgebra Q(L, T)
In this section we show that Q = Q(L, T) = Ylaça{T) ^(a) ^s m ^act a subalgebra. The results obtained here are extensions to the general case of results known to hold for restricted simple algebras, (see [BW4, Lemma 12.2.3] ).
Theorem 3.1. Let L be a simple Lie algebra over an algebraically closed field F of characteristic p > 1. Let T be an optimal torus of some p-envelope (Lp, [p] , i) of L and let Q = Q(L, T) be the subspace defined by (1.12). Then Q is a T-invariant subalgebra of L.
Proof. In view of Theorem 1.13 and Corollary 1.14, it suffices to show that [Qa, Qß] Q Qa+ß whenever a, ß are nonzero Zp-independent roots. Hence, we work in the 2-section L^a>^> and apply Theorem 1.15. As in that theorem, let / = Ta>V , the maximal solvable ideal of L^^t + T, and A" = 7i(Üa>^).
Then 7 n L^ C rad L^ ç J7(a). Therefore, we may work in K. Choose x £ Qa, and y £ Qß , and let x = n(x) and y = 7r(y).
Consider now the various cases in Theorem 1.15. By the reductions of the previous paragraph, the first case to consider is (3). In this case [x, y] = 0, so the result is clear. In cases (4), (7) (with 5 = 77(2 :1 : A)), and (8) (with 5 nonclassical), x £ n(U^) = A» n A"(0), and y £ n(U^) = KM n K{0). Then
In case (7) (with 5 = 7/(2 :1 : </>(t))(i)) and case (8) (with 5 classical) Q n L(a,ß) = L(a,ß) > so the result is clear tf s =W(l :g) or 7/(2 : (2, 1))<2' in (7), then x e A"<Q) n 5(0) and y 6 K^ n 5(0) by Lemma 2.5. Thus, [x, y] e A-a+/( n 5(0, C 7r(«7<^)) c n(Q n L(«>^).
In case (6) 
(2) with 5=^(1:1), (3) with Si=S2 = W(l:l), (5, case 1) with n, 9 Witt, (6) with 5=^(1:1), (6) with S£{sl(2)~H(2:¡)M} (7) with 5 = 7/(2: (2, 1))<2).
(E) Af = 7/(2 : i : </>(t))(1) . This happens in the following case of Theorem 1.15.
(7) with S = H(2 :1 : <t>(t))w .
(F) Af 6 {A2, C2, G2} . This happens in the following cases of Theorem 1.15.
(8) with S = A2,C2,G2,S(3:1)0), 7/(4 :I)<2).
Proo/. The ideal 7<a ^) of L(a ^) + T defined in Theorem 1.15 is contained in Q(<*,ß) + t, and in addition it is a solvable ideal. Thus, Ta-^ ç J^'ß), and g(Q(-a-ß)) is a homomorphic image of n(Q^a'^) in A" := A>^) := 7i(L^'ß"i) (in the notation of Theorem 1.15.) Therefore, we have to argue in K, and determine the image of Q(a > ^) in AT and its T-invariant solvable radical. Then Af is obtained as the quotient. It is easy to see that the assertions are true in cases (1), (2), (3), (7) with 5 = 7/(2 : i : <p(r))^ , and (8) with 5 classical. In cases (4), (7) with 5 = 7/(2 : 1 : A), and (8) with 5 nonclassical, K carries a natural filtration (as was pointed out in §2). According to Lemmas 2.2, 2.5, and 2.6 and their proofs, Ki¡) is invariant under T := n(T) for every i, and AT (0) is the image of Q(a •ß). Then AT is a homomorphic image of 7v(0)/7v(i), which is classical reductive.
In case (5) we apply Corollary 2.7 to obtain that 5 <g> (Yl"=\ xe'A(n : I)) is a 7r((2(a'^ + T)-invariant ideal which in addition is nilpotent. Thus, there are homomorphisms o:Q^n ^7t(Q(a>ß))/n(Q{a'ß))nS® í¿x£^(«:I)j , There are two remaining cases to consider: (6) with 5 = 7/(2 :1)^ and (7) with 5 = 7/(2 : (2, 1))(2). In both cases there is a l-section of Qja>ß) which is solvable and all others are classical. Observe that Qpa,ß) = Q<~a'ß) + (Q^]' | p £ Q, i > 1). Therefore Tn(Qpa'ß) + C(T + Qpa'ß))) cHp + C(T + Qpa'ß)). 
Classification results
We recall the notion of a standard filtration determined by a maximal subalgebra L(o) and a subspace L(-i) 2 L(0). Let L(0) be a maximal subalgebra of a Lie algebra L not containing a nonzero ideal of L. Choose a subspace Proof. Embed G in a maximal subalgebra L(0), and choose any L(_i) as above. This defines a filtration for which x e L(1)nG. The latter is an ideal of G acting nilpotently on L, and is therefore contained in R(G, L). D Theorem 4.2. Let L be a simple Lie algebra over an algebraically closed field of characteristic p > 1. Let T be an optimal torus in some p-envelope and Q := Q(L, T) the subalgebra constructed in Theorem 3.1. Assume that Q±L. Let V ç T denote a torus which distinguishes the roots (with respect to T) on L/Q. Then Q + V is a maximal subalgebra of L+T .
Since every root space of L/Q with respect to T is one-dimensional and V distinguishes these root spaces, G is not only T-invariant, but also l'-invariant.
( 1 ) As every T-module is semisimple, there is a decomposition G = Q + ¿2 G n Lß.
The construction of Q ensures the existence of a nonclassical root a with L(a) n G ¿ L{a) n Q.
As L(q) n Q is a maximal subalgebra of L(a), this implies that L(a) c G.
(2) Let ß $ Zpa be a root and consider the 2-section L(<* -^), as well as its T-semisimple quotient K := A> -^ . Put G' := n(GnLÍa <M). We now consider the cases in Theorem 1.15. If K is of type (6) or of type (7) with S = W(l :g) or 7/(2 : (2, 1))(2), then there is a root p with p(H) = 0 (77 := n(H)) which has the additional properties [BW4, 10.1.1, 11.1.1; S3, IV.4] K^ Cn(GnL{a'ß)) = G', there exists x £ KM with ¿(x^1) ^ 0 for all k i Zpp.
This element jc acts invertibly on J2iez Kja+iß f°r aH nonzero ;'. As L(a) is contained in G, this implies that A"(a) ç G', and hence K ç G'. In all other cases we have dimAVG' < dimA"/w(ßnL(a^)) < 4.
Then A"(Q) acts on a composition series of K/G' whose factors have dimension < p -1. Since the socle of A"(a) is isomorphic to W(l :1) or 7/(2 :1)(2), no homomorphic image of A"(q) is classical reductive. This means in light of [Ko] that (A>))0) acts nilpotently on K/G'.
(3) Put N := n^o(L(a))(n) • Then N¿{0), N{X) = N, and according to (2) [N, L(ß)] ç G for all nonzero roots ß . Hence [N, L] ç G, and Lemma 4.1 implies that N ç R(G, L). Therefore, N would be nilpotent, contradicting the fact that N^ = N ¿ (0). Thus, G = L.
(4) As a result of (3) we have that Q is a maximal T-invariant subalgebra.
Then Q + T is a subalgebra of L + V, and since LnT' C 77 C Q, this subalgebra is different from L + V . Hence it is maximal. D Theorem 4.3. Let L be a simple Lie algebra over an algebraically closed field of characteristic p > 7. Suppose T is an optimal torus in some p-envelope of L, and let Q = Q(L, T) be the subalgebra constructed in Theorem 3.1. Assume that Q±L. If L has no 2-section of type (8) In case (6) or case (7) with 5 = W(l : g) or 5 = 7/(2 : (2, 1))<2), there are roots n, 8 with n(H) ^ 0, 8(H) = 0 such that n £ Cl, and the only roots in ¡Q are n + id for all i £ Zp (when n is Witt) and ±n + i8 for all i £ Zp (when n is Hamiltonian). Thus, if a, ß are of this form, then a + ß is not, and La+ß c Q. Theorem 4.5. Let L be a simple Lie algebra over an algebraically closed field of characteristic p > 1. Assume T is an optimal torus in some p-envelope and let Q be the subalgebra constructed in Theorem 3.1. Assume that Q ^¿ L, and no 2-section of type (8) with S = A (3 : i) occurs. Let a denote a nonsolvable root.
Then rad(ßnL»)c/7 + ß(,).
Proof. Let ß denote any nonclassical root, and consider the T-semisimple 2-section K := K^'ß"> = 7i(Ha-M). Take any x £ rad(L<Q) n Q) and put y:=7t(x).
If Lß c ß or La+ß c Q, then [x, Lß] c Q. Thus, we consider the case that Lß, La+ß et Q and that a is nonsolvable. Then L(a • •*) is not of types (1), (2), (3), (5, case 1), (6), (7) with S = W(l : g), 7/(2 : (2, 1))(2), or 7/(2 :1 : (f>(i))(x), or (8) with 5 classical. When Üa -ft is of type (5, case 2), the only possibility is that a = ±2n and ß = +n + 8 . Then Aa, Kß c 5® ,4(1 :1) and rad(A"(Q) n re(ß)) C (Der5)(1) ® A(n : i) + 5 ® ^ x,-^(n : I).
Therefore, [x, Lß] c ß. To discuss the remaining cases -(4), (7) with 5 = 7/(2 : 1 : A), and (8) with 5 nonclassical but not A"(3 : I), we observe that x was chosen in the radical of L(a) n ß. In all these cases y £ H + (Der5)(i) is true, and therefore [y, A^] c n(Q n L(a'ß)). As a result, [x, Lß] Theorem 4.7. Let L be a simple Lie algebra over an algebraically closed field of characteristic p > 7. Assume T is an optimal torus in some p-envelope and let Q = Q(L, T) be the subalgebra constructed in Theorem 3.1. If Q is solvable, then L is isomorphic to W(l : n) for some n > 1.
Proof. We first observe that ß -^ L (as ß is solvable and L is simple), and f_/(a) is solvable for all roots a. In particular, no 2-section of L is of type A"(3 : I). By The solvability of ß and L(i) implies that L(0) is also solvable. As Lo is a maximal subalgebra, [Ku] applies and yields the result. D
